
Neurocable 
(Decentralized Secured Internet Architecture) 

Is this Blockchain 5.0? 
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BLOCKCHAIN CONCEPT 

•  Users download the blockchain peer-to-peer software onto their device, turning it 
into one of that blockchain network node. 

•  The user then either ‘mine’ for the cryptocurrency – that is by finding the nonce 
(stands for number appeared only once) that will give a hash with 4 zeros in front. 
Such ‘Hashing’ is unique to Proof-of-Work. This means if we change with the 
slightest stroke, the hash will be different. Making it impossible to create the new 
block. 

•  Hence the ‘mining’ activity is to find the next right nonce that gives a Hashing 
cryptography with four (4) zeros in front so that the new block can be added into 
the blockchain. 

PURPOSE 
The ‘Mining’ process will help slowdown each node from entering their block of 
transactions into the blockchain at the same time. This is crucial to prevent ‘double 
spending’ ie., say Node A has transaction 1, transaction 2, transaction 3 and Node B has 
transaction 4, transaction 2 and transaction 6. Say transaction is where Jack gets 30 
cryptocurrencies from Betty. So if Node A and B simultaneously gets added into the 
Blockchain, then in the immutable record will be Jack getting 30 cryptocurrencies 
multiplied by 2! This is called ‘Fork’. However if Node A and B is added at different 
time, then Jack’s getting 30 cryptocurrencies will be merely an reiteration. 



BLOCKCHAIN CONCEPT 

Under Ethereum’s model, each block will be validated to ensure the transaction is valid. 
That is there is no double spending and the hashing algorithm is correct compared to all 
other nodes. 
 
Ethereum for now is still using ‘Proof-of-Work’ but they planned to adopt ‘Proof-of-Stake’ 
eventually. This is where the new block adding will be based on the node with highest 
ownership of the cryptocurrency. Only then it will get to add the transaction into the 
blockchain – hence ‘Proof-of-Stake’ approach to reaching consensus. 

CRITICISM 
BLOCKCHAIN 1.0 (BITCOIN) Proof-of-Work or in my own term – ‘Race in finding the next 
nonce that gives the next hash cryptography with 4 zeros in front.’ What causes the major 
slowdown is that each node has to download all transactions in the entire blockchain from 
the genesis block onwards to verify if the hashes are valid prior to the mining process. 
This caused the block generation to slowdown to about 10 minutes per block and up to at 
least 2 days under high traffic circumstances. 
 
BLOCKCHAIN 2.0 (ETHEREUM) Proof-of-Stake or in my own term – ‘No money, No Add’ is a 
lot faster than Proof-of-Work but is definitely NOT as DDoS resistant. Plus it will not be as 
decentralized as Proof-of-Work because of this ‘No Money, No Add’ policy. In the end, the 
Blockchain 2.0 will eventually comprises of only Rich people. 
 



BLOCKCHAIN CONCEPT 

CRITICISM 
BLOCKCHAIN 1.0 infrastructure with its ‘Proof-of-Work’ protocol is actually NOT as 
distributed as it claimed because ultimately it is only those with the computing 
capability gets to have a head start.  
 
BLOCKCHAIN 2.0 on the other hand with its ‘Proof-of-Stake’ protocol will make that 
distribution a lot more limited because now you don’t have to have computing capability 
and know-how to get a head start, as all you need is money. Hence it creates a 
congregation of rich and powerful people. This will lead to maximum capitalism. The 
worst of its kind as it is with such congregation where the ‘decentralization’ will 
eventually ceased and placed under the control a centralized small group of superrich 
people. 
 
‘SUBSEQUENT GENERATION’ BLOCKCHAIN 
After Ethereum, the Blockgrammers worldwide are mooting the idea of creating a 
Blockchain engine that are able to extend the Blockchain application beyond just 
cryptocurrencies but to other applications initially into smart-contracts (hence 
Blockchain 2.0) and subsequently Distributed Apps that requires a immutable record 
keeping. Hence Blockchain 3.0. But DApps is not feasible due to its scalability issue. 
Hence Blockchain 4.0 which dealt with Sidechain via Sharding & Plasma as mooted by 
Ethereum to speed the consensus process up. 



BLOCKCHAIN CONCEPT 
CRITICISM OF SUBSEQUENT BLOCKCHAIN GENERATION 
The world of Blockchain has not dealt with the core issue of : 
1.  Fair Distribution and Decentralization 
2.  Existing Proof-of-Work is the safest but the slowest 
3.  Any attempt to introduce other forms of consensus method will result in sacrificing 

security for the speed. 

There are a lot of people out there attempting to come up with different kinds of 
‘blockchain’ concepts that claimed to solve the ‘speed’ & ‘power guzzling’ issue. Most 
are exploring the sidechain technology of segregating out the different types of data out 
to a sidechain while maintaining links to the ‘Mainchain’. IF the mainchain is still using 
Proof-of-Work consensus to mining for nonce, then eventually the entire structure will 
still head for a major slowdown IF there are increasing number of users simultaneously. 
 
Block-less / Mining Less Chain 
Then there is this ‘Directed Acyclic Graph’ or DAG which claims to function without any 
mining. Cryptocurrencies that uses DAG are Iota, Byteball, Spectre, Dagcoin, etc. How it 
work is that all nodes are connected in an acyclic way, on a one directional basis. The 
verifying only done by the node that is performing a transaction and it only verifies the 
previous one or two nodes involved in the transaction instead of the entire blockchain all 
the way down to the genesis block. The biggest downside is that in DAG, it is susceptible 
to a 33% network attack compared to blockchain’s 51%. Hence it is less secure although it 
faster than Blockchain. 



SPEED THINGS UP WITHOUT SACRIFICING ON SECURITY 

1.  For speed, we have to remove the need for all nodes in the network be copied all the 
transactions in the entire blockchain. 
 

i.  Like DAG, each node that is involved in the transaction must verify their transaction, and the previous 2 
nodes associated with the transaction. Except here it is done in a double-entry ledger way and the 
verification is done by the AI. 

ii.  However, instead of just keeping the records of this transaction only in between the parties involved, 
each node will pay a cryptocoin to one other node act as a safe-keeper. If they want it more secure, they 
will pay 2 cryptocoins, so on and so forth. Each node involved in the transaction will share the cost 
equally and minimum amount of “Safekeeper’ MUST be at least additional 5 nodes per transaction to 
ensure basic security. The AI system will advise the node if they need any more “Safekeepers” depending 
on the data size and the transaction speed. 

 
iii.  The AI in this system will manage the data saved in each of these ‘Safe-keepers’ and will be ‘moved’ 

around the pool of ‘Safe-keepers’ nodes that is paid by the hiring node. The more they hiring node pay, 
the larger the pool of ‘Safe-Keepers’ and the data will be remain invisible to anyone outside this pool of 
safekeepers and the nodes involved in the transaction. This is done via Advanced Encryption Standard 
protocol – AES 512 private keys.  

 
This method of ‘hiding’ and shuffling the data will make it even more difficult for malicious hacker to cause 
harm, because first they have to find the data before they can hack it. The hacker can develop their ‘ML 
botnet’ to seek and attack the network but it will be a cat and mouse chase in such a network design, plus 
the AI in this network will be designed to counter attack the hacker’s nodes my injecting spyware to 
explore their weakness before taking control of it. Hence it will be increasingly dangerous for any hackers 
to attempt hacking this network. The type of AI in this network shall have Deep Learning capabilities. 
 
This will become crucial in security especially if any of the node in transacting got hacked and the record is 
safe in other nodes. 



SPEED THINGS UP WITHOUT SACRIFICING ON SECURITY? 
1.  The verification will be done by AI in the system  
2.  The new block will be hashed with SHA-3 512 and added in a branching manner depending 

on each micro-transaction done between nodes via time-stamping down to nanoseconds. 
3.  The AI in this network system will determine the type of data and segregate it based on 

the type, hence further lessen the possibility of ‘traffic jam’ by creating a ‘Tree Branch’ 
architecture. 

4.  The data carried by the safekeeper node are not accessible by the node user, but can only 
be accessed by the AI managing the ‘pool of safekeeper nodes’. 

WHY ‘MINING’ IS NOT REQUIRED? 
1.  The new ‘block’ is added contains only one micro-transaction in between the nodes (the 

giver and the receivers) and it is shared only within these transacting parties and the 
‘safekeepers’ nodes only. Not with ALL nodes in the network, and definitely not ALL 
transactions in the network from every single nodes. Which means no possibility of two 
nodes competing to add the same transaction into one block. 

2.  It is hashed away with SHA-3 512 and SALT with no nonce hence it is not required to have 
any mining process to determine the right hash code with four (4) zeros in front. Once it is 
hashed away, the transaction or data exchange will be permanent and immutable. 

3.  The consensus method is via nanosecond time stamping and because no two nodes will 
have the same direction of transaction (ie., from Node A giving Node B a certain sum of 
cryptocoin), there is no need for a ‘Race’ to add into a new block. Hence no possibility of 
a Fork. 



HOW TO VERIFY THE GENESIS BLOCK REALLY VALID? 
 

1.  This architecture will have many ‘genesis’ blocks with different types of transactions / 
data exchanges 

2.  Each ‘genesis’ block will have link to the user’s e-wallet that can be traced back to the 
transaction done in this cryptocoin exchange portal where users change fiat money to the 
cryptocoin. 

HOW ANONYMOUS IS THIS ARCHITECTURE? 
 

1.  All nodes who transacts within this architecture will remain anonymous to each other 
node, except the Decentralized AI in this system. Where the Decentralized AI can access 
and knows each nodes – User Identity, Location & Time stamp when they access. 

2.  The identities of each node user cannot be accessed by any human without proper 
identification of that enquiring human, his intention and his attempt be made known to 
the network including the node user who is being investigated. There will be no 
‘Backdoor’ access to the user identity. All attempts will be made publicly known. 

3.  All node user will be required to access the network with 2 devices, to enable a 3 
Authentication process to happen. 



A.I. DEFINED DISTRIBUTED NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 
The diagram below illustrates how the hashing of the 3 authentication factors of Neurocable. 
That is the unique identity [which comprises of username, password, pincode sent to user 
mobile phone, biometry signature (eye iris or finger print), the primary user device’s MAC 
Address, the user secondary device’s MAC Address, which is the mobile phone as well as the IP 
Address it connects to via internet] to its location (via GPS & IPS) and time stamp down to 
nanoseconds, are connected through the process of communication from one node to another 
immutably. Hence creating a 3DHashMap environment for the Artificial Intelligence in this 
architecture to analyze and interpret. 

Lo
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Unique ID 

PREVIOUS HASH 43afd4503ac84e78f61ae98f85ef53f78e92a83cf

TIMESTAMP THU, 22:21:11:100:1000, GMT +8

LATITUDE 4.043658

LONGITUDE 103.73417

USERNAME a1ic3_50

PASSWORD ******************

MOBILE PINCODE ********

PRIMARY MAC ADDRESS 00:12:12:31:42:CB 

SECONDARY MAC ADDRESS : 05:13:11:14:22:DK

IP ADDRESS 2021:1cd7:73b2:1020:0305:6b1c:0251:6123

HASH 0f2bef23c4ad42f66e32cf37f25cf21e89f03b94de

NONCE 54321

BLOCK #2

Time 

PREVIOUS HASH 0

TIMESTAMP THU, 22:21:11:100:1000, GMT +8

LATITUDE 3.072557

LONGITUDE 101.67305

USERNAME deyvitt

PASSWORD ******************

MOBILE PINCODE ********

PRIMARY MAC ADDRESS 00:14:22:01:23:AD

SECONDARY MAC ADDRESS : 01:23:21:04:12:BC

IP ADDRESS 2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334

HASH 43afd4503ac84e78f61ae98f85ef53f78e92a83cf

NONCE 45768

GENESIS BLOCK

Such hashing will immutably plot a user 
node to its location and time stamp 
whenever the user enters the network. So 
as far as the network architecture itself is 
concern, no node or server can be 
anonymous to the artificial intelligence 
s y s t e m o p e r a t i n g t h e n e t w o r k 
architecture. Hence no node or server is 
unmonitored. However, al l these 
remained anonymous to the users 
themselves as these constant updating 
and monitoring happens in real time at 
the backend, between machine-to-
machine, semantically. Invisible to human 
users. Hence remain complete ly 
‘Trustless’. 



IS IT TRULY DISTRIBUTED & DECENTRALIZED? 

1.  By sharing the data / transaction of one or more nodes with other “Safekeeper” nodes it is 
a form of distribution – a more efficient way of distribution. 

2.  As this network allows multiple transactions to occur at everywhere, and anytime it is 
extremely decentralized.  

3.  The different types of AI at work inside this infrastructure ensures that no one or a certain 
group of entity is controlling the transaction and record. This is made possible because 
each node will download a software from this architecture’s decentralized server 
network. Each decentralized server had a different AI from other servers in the network. 
Hence the architecture is built upon a Distributed & Decentralized Architecture within 
another Distributed & Decentralized Architecture. 

 
4.  The transactions/data are constantly hashed, hence the past records are immutable and 

even if found and retrieved by hackers, they can’t do anything to change or delete it. 
Hence it is extremely secure. 
 



IS IT TRULY DISTRIBUTED & DECENTRALIZED? 

5.  The hacker firstly cannot find the past records and even if found, cannot change it. As for 
the present and future records, even if they accessed and hack into one of the user  node 
and “spend” their cryptocoin, the AI in the system will counter verify with the associated 
safekeepers’ nodes and hence detect and recognized the fraud instantly and firstly 
prevents the hacker transaction or data exchange from happening. Then it will inject a 
dedicated ‘spyware’ into the hacker’s node and all the hacker’s network of nodes (if any) 
to feedback their vulnerabilities and determine when to hack and take control over the 
hacker’s nodes and the hacker’s network of nodes used to attack this architecture 
network. 

6.   Like any Cryptocurrencies, this will also be limited. 
 



IS IT SUSCEPTIBLE TO 51% NETWORK ATTACK? 

1.   IMPOSSIBLE. WHY? AS SOON AS 30% OF THE NODES NETWORK STARTED TO SHOW SOME 
FORM OF PATTERN THAT COULD LEAD TO A MAJORITY 51% NETWORK ATTACK, THE AI 
INCHARGE OF DEFENDING THE ENTIRE ARCHITECTURE SECURITY WILL EITHER BLOCK OR 
SLOWDOWN THE TRANSACTION OR DATA EXCHANGE. 

2.  THIS INCLUDES PATTERN LIKE INCREASING NUMBER OF NODES SUDDENLY TRANSFER MANY 
CRYPTOCOINS TO A FEW NODES. THE AI ARE ABLE TO TRACE AND STUDY THE PATTERN AND 
LEARNS AS IT GOES AND WILL INITIATE A BLOCK IF THEY DETECT ANY SUSPICIOUS 
TRANSACTIONS, AS IT IS THESE AIs THAT ARE DOING THE VERIFICATION. 



This 3DHashMap structure of authentication data in Neurocable makes it impossible for 
malicious nodes to get into the network without being instantly detected by the artificial 
intelligence system within this network architecture. 

HOW THIS ARCHITECTURE HANDLES MALICIOUS CYBER ATTACKS? 

Loc
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Unique	ID	

Time	

Hence ‘Packet Sniffers’ or any ‘Man-in-the-Middle’ attacks are 
virtually impossible because if say a valid node called ‘Alice’ is 
communicating with another valid node called “Bob” and their 
respective authentication process already confirmed their validity 
and immutably hashed into the system, hence the data 
transmission between ‘Alice’ and ‘Bob’ is safe and secure as it will 
be encrypted with the latest, most secure encryption technology 
(AES 512) in a symmetrical way.  
 
So say ‘Eve’ a malicious eavesdropper who wants to tap and listen 
remotely on the conversation between ‘Alice’ and ‘Bob’. Firstly 
‘Eve’ has to register with Neurocable network, by doing so, she has 
to allow Neurocable’s system AI to download its monitoring 
software into her nodes. By doing so, immediately if Eve’s nodes 
has malware, it will neutralize it first before allowing Eve to joint 
the network. 



Once in, the now neutralized Eve’s node will be immutably hashed 
and constantly monitored at every nanosecond on her activities by 
the AI in the Neurocable network. So IF ‘Eve’ even attempt in the 
slightest manner to try hacking into either ‘Alice’ or ‘Bob’ nodes to 
intercept it, without validly joining the conversation as a visible 3rd 
party, The AI within Neurocable network system will know of ‘Eve’s’ 
malicious intent as she is not involve in the conversation between 
‘Alice’ and ‘Bob’ from the beginning, and neither ‘Alice’ nor ‘Bob’ has 
officially and validly accept ‘Eve’ into their conversation. 
 
Her node will be blocked, secretly isolated into a safe zone and be 
secretly monitored until sufficient information gathered, the AI will 
take over ‘Eve’s’ node. 

HOW THIS ARCHITECTURE HANDLES MALICIOUS CYBER ATTACKS? 
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NEUROCABLE IS VERY DANGEROUS FOR HACKERS 
 
Because Neurocable architecture has software that access, monitor every node and servers 
connected into their network whenever the AI sensed any attempt to maliciously infiltrate the 
network, the AI will inject its ‘Malware-Hunter’ software to index, reverse engineer, 
automatically produce ‘antidotes’ to take out any malware, and its ability to ‘fool’ hackers into 
safezone for deep monitoring and eventually takeover their nodes and network systems, 
Neurocable are Hacker’s and their Malicious Botnet’s biggest nightmare. 
 
What is so scary for hackers is that the artificial intelligence within Neurocable network 
architecture constantly learns and improves and it is totally, completely autonomous and fully 
distributed to the furthest reach of the ever increasing network of myriad nodes, servers, 
devices and IoT (internet of things) equipment. 
 



NEUROCABLE IS VERY DIFFICULT TO HACK 
 
Because of this ‘3DHashMap’ that immutably links one valid node to another, the AI within this 
architecture can use this link to access the entire network and it becomes sort of a 
‘Interconnected Network of Nerve sensors’ of the Neurocable system. It can detect the 
slightest of unauthorized intrusion. 
 
Also because of this ‘inter-connected’ nodes and servers, the data input by users are 
intelligently distributed around all the servers and nodes in the entire network, globally that 
can amount to millions and millions of nodes and servers globally. 
 
To hack the data, the hacker first has to track and detect the exact location of the right server 
or node, which can be physically impossible. Even if the highly experienced and resourceful 
hacker makes use of their own Machine Learning Botnets to do the tracking and successfully did 
so, they still have to overcome Neurocable’s AI powered security mechanism that are able to 
block and divert attacking malicious nodes to its safe zones, subsequently neutralize and 
forcibly takes control of the hacker’s nodes, and use it against the hacker instead. 



NEUROCABLE IS VERY DIFFICULT TO HACK 
 
Under the worst case scenario, assuming the Hacker has their own Machine Learning Botnets, 
and are so sophisticated that it managed to overcome Neurocable’s AI’s security mechanisms, 
and took control of the nodes and servers containing the specific user data, and successfully 
corrupt it. 
 
Now this is quite an impossible scenario but even if it really happens, Neurocable system first 
of all is a constantly improving AI and surely it does not just save the data into only one set of 
‘Safekeepers’ nodes and servers. It will have numerous sets of ‘Safe-keepers’ nodes and 
servers. 
 
The hacker’s AI Botnet not being part of Neurocable’s system will not be able to know that and 
hence merely takes down a set or two of the ‘Safe-keepers’ and eventually the remaining 
‘Safe-keepers’ will ‘autocorrect’ it and revert the compromised ‘Safe-keeper’ back to normal 
instantly. 



NEUROCABLE IS VERY DIFFICULT TO HACK 
 
In reality this architecture, there will also be sophisticated anti-malware software, including 
highly effective firewalls that is guided by AI which will take on any botnets attacks. Also due 
to Neurocable AI connectivity with all nodes on its network, it will detect any on-coming botnet 
attacks the moment the onslaught starts. Neurocable will be an overwhelming force that is 
designed to efficiently counter-hack malicious botnets and neutralize it. So before hacker’s   
botnets no matter how ‘Intelligent’ it is, will succumb to Neurocable and will not be able 
proceed further than an attempt to penetrate the network. 
 
As it is more likely that Neurocable’s AI would already taken over and neutralize the Hacker’s 
Botnets before it can penetrate Neurocable’s network.  
 



HOW FAST WILL THIS NEW ARCHITECTURE BE? 

1.  Because this architecture doesn’t have any mining, and the verification is done by 
individual AI and only within the nodes that is involved in a particular transaction or data 
exchange there will not be a slowdown on this end, and there will never be possibility of 
double-spending since each transaction are recorded based on double-entry system – that 
is Debit & Credit and it involves only the transacting parties. 

 
2.  Coupled with the nanosecond time-stamping, the transactional/data exchange record will 

be created in a split of a nanosecond. 

3.  Because the AI will handle the segregation of data type or transaction category, it knows 
what kind of data / transaction must be recorded forever and which one can be trimmed 
after a certain period of time. This will allow the transactions/data exchange or ‘Block” 
be created in different branching – hence the term ‘Tree Branching’ architecture. This 
allows multiple ‘blocks’ to be created at the same time. All unique. This mechanism will 
help further speed up the process multiple times irrespective of how many people are 
using it simultaneously. 

 
THIS MEANS THIS ARCHITECTURE CAN POTENTIALLY TAKE ON AT LEAST 10 MILLION 
TRANSACTIONS PER SECOND! AND VERY STABLY WITHOUT SACRIFICING ANY SECURITY. 



ILLUSTRATION : When ‘A’ wants to send money to ‘B’ 
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ILLUSTRATION : When ‘A’ wants to send money to ‘B’ 
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THE IMMUTABLE DATA THAT ARE ENCRYPTED ARE 
‘MOVED’ FROM ONE SAFEKEEPER NODE TO ANOTHER 
PERIODICALLY BY THE AI TO AVOID DETECTION BY 
MALICIOUS HACKERS… UNTIL REQUEST FOR RE-
VERIFICATION ARE CALLED UPON AND THE AI WILL 
ACCESS FOR THE SPECIFIC DATA UPON REQUESTOR 
REVELATION OF THEIR VALID IDENTITY 

ANY NODE CAN BE A “SAFEKEEPER” NODE AND GET PAID WITH THE 
CRYPTOCOIN FOR OFFERING THEIR MEMORY SPACE FOR SAFEKEEPING 
OTHER NODES’ DATA EXCHANGE / TRANSACTIONS. 
 
THE IMMUTABLE DATA STORED CANNOT BE ACCESSED BY THE 
“SAFEKEEPER” NODE AS THEY DO NOT HAVE THE PRIVATE KEYS. 


